
High component percentages

Good udders

Very good fertility
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Matthijs x Dorus • aAa: 534
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Martijn

Herdbook number DE 0117215386

A.I.-code 36847

aAa code 534

colour RB

Breed 100% MRY

 

Date of birth 2010-08-01

Kappa Casein AB

Beta Casein A1/A2

Cow family

Straw colour beige

Matthijs 

Manuel Dn 

Daat 219 

Kalia 2  

2/ 1LA 7171 kg 4.80% 3.79%
Ext.: 84 85 85 84 VG 85

Dorus 

Algeria  

9/ 9LA 7676 kg 4.73% 3.86%
HL 5 305d 8738 kg 5.09% 4.01%
Ext.: 84 84 85 80 GP83

Martijn (Matthijs x Dorus x Parole), a born en bred German MRIJ bull, is a bull with good conformation and high protein in
his pedigree. The mainly Dutch bulls in his pedigree are a perfect combination with the content rich German cow family.

Matthijs, sire of Martijn, is a bull with good production breeding values, in which fine fat-protein ratio and positive protein
percentage is striking. Matthijs also breeds very good conformation, especially udder and feet & legs. The udders are
impressive by their well attached rear udders. The feet & legs of Matthijs his daughters show a great hoof health. Matthijs
can be called a true all-rounder with his excellent figures for SCS, daughter fertility and longevity.

In the maternal line of Matthijs we find cows with very good conformation; 4 generations cows with at least 83 points for
total conformation and very high contents for fat and for protein. Martijn’s great granddam Valencia (VG 85) has just like
her dam Kalia and granddam Algeria an average protein percentage of more than 3.70%. On top of that, similar to
granddam Algeria, she produced for many lactations. Granddam Algeria is the absolute top producer: she produced over
65,000 kgs of milk in 9 lactations.
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